FOOTBALL STAFF
FALL CONTACT PERIOD

CONTACT RULES

Nov 30 to Dec 14
- Permissible contact period dates
- Dec. 13 for JC midyear enrollees

6
- Number of contacts per prospect (and parents or legal guardians) during his senior year

1
- Number of contacts and visits to a school per week (Sunday through Saturday)

General Rules
- Evaluations count as a contact, even if no contact occurs
- Cannot have contact with a first year JC nonqualifier

Head Coach
- Only 1 contact per prospect during the entire contact period

Competition Site
- Contact may not be made during the day of any competition until after the competition, and the prospect has been released

COMMUNICATION RULES

Phone
- Unlimited to senior prospects, except:
  - During ASU football games
  - While PSA is on call for competition
- May call parents and legal guardians at any time

Email
- Permitted when prospect is on call but not at the competition site
- May email parents or legal guardians at any time

Note: There are numerous rules governing interactions with prospects involving competition sites beyond those listed above. If you have specific questions as to whether you can contact a prospect, please ask the Compliance Office.